
MyVue offers the ability for employees to pre-register guests 

from their desktop from MyVue’s intuitive calendar style web/

app interface. Guests receive a pre-scripted email with an email 

attachment which may include your company’s logo, maps, 

directions, work rules, and parking passes. The tool also allows 

for resource management of parking spaces, conference rooms, 

and other scheduling type items.

With an easy to read calendar, your employees/customers can not 
only view packages processed at the Mail and Distribution center, 
but they also can view packages that are on their way.  MyVue™ pro-
vides authorized users a simple, easy to use browser application for 
a personal “view of their in-bound packages” via their desktop web 
browser.  With our ASN (Advanced Shipment Notification) process 
option, customers can view their in-bound packages, before they 
reach the dock.

Send message alerts for in-bound packages directly to the Mail 
and Distribution processors.  Once the package arrives at the dock, 
processors get notified via an on-screen messaging system that this 
package has an alert, and displays the package instructions provid-
ed by the intended recipient.  Since each processing station is linked 
to the main database, the package alert will show on any station 
that processes that package.
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M O R E  M Y V U E  F E A T U R E S

Multi-Site Support for Distributed 
Locations: 
If your company has multiple locations where 
MyVue is available, you will be presented with 
a screen to select a location.

Security Login Features: 
Login options include Windows NT 
Authentication and Web-Form Authentication.

History: 
Search past history and see all visits, meeting, 
guests, and parcels you’ve received.

Delegation: 
It is possible to assign other people permission 
to monitor and edit your entries in MyVue on 
your behalf.

Calendar Drill Down: 
Easy to use browser based interface lets you 
drill down into the calendar by clicking on the 
summary and expanding the table view to get 
full event or package details.
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Powerful results
VueturaTrac gives you complete control and detailed 
oversight of visitor and package tracking, process 
automation, and supply chain management.

What makes VueturaTrac so great?

 Speed and Efficiency
With VueturaTrac manual processes become 
automated, streamlined, accurate, faster and much, 
much less costly.

 100% Visibility
With just a few clicks, you can find any package and/or 
person in your facility and access its complete history.

 Rapid ROI
Customers report 400% or more three-year ROI, and 
the system frequently pays for itself in under a year. 

 It seamlessly integrates with the big systems
VueturaTrac can integrate between one or more 
external host database systems or data warehouses.

We are tracking experts with an intelligent, 

user-friendly framework built to give you 

complete control and detailed oversight 

of all tangible items within your organiza-

tion— receiving & delivery tracking, lobby 

and visitor security, supply chain manage-

ment and more.

Learn more about Vuetura at
vuetura.com


